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Abstract: Satisfactory cybersecurity protection, encompassing all
data security solutions, can only be achieved by adopting a
cybersecurity framework that provides a structure and methodology
for protecting critical digital assets. In addition, security experts
recommend using cybersecurity standards which consist of a
collection of best practices to protect organizations from cyber
threats. However, many organizations, companies and governments
lack experienced personnel in the cybersecurity domain, so they
have difficulty adopting a standard approach or cybersecurity
framework. Protecting organizations from cyber threats while
demonstrating compliance with laws and standards is seen as
extremely complex due to the difficulty on choosing the appropriate
standard to be used. Moreover, lack of knowledge on the elements
needed that offered by the standard is lead to the problem on
identifying the started point where the protection will be began.
Therefore, in this paper, a literature and the analysis is presented in
identifying the elements of cybersecurity standard and framework
that can be facilitate the organization or government on choosing
the appropriate standard and framework to be used and utilized. The
literature review was carried out to understand the various types of
cybersecurity standards and frameworks and the analysis is
conducted to identify the elements in each of them. In this paper,
eight steps are presented and include the types of international
standards, which are general, local regulation, as well as specific
standards used in the industrial sector, to conclude the findings of
the analysis. Furthermore, a relation map is presented using Writing
a Literature Review release 2.0 approach to show the relationship
between the literature review and future research.
Keywords: best practice, cybersecurity, domain, framework,
guidelines, standards.

1. Introduction
Digital technology and data have become an important part
of human life today. Work, personal relationships, decision
making, and daily activities rely heavily on devices and data.
Unfortunately, there are threats that people overlook such as
bad people who intend to steal personal data or business data
with different motivations.
A survey agency in 2017 stated that rules or standards related
to cybersecurity are almost unknown in the business world.
Unless companies are involved in projects or tenders with
mandatory requirements to meet cybersecurity security
standards, new companies are trying to study security
standards more intensively [1]. Research in 2019 stated that
one in five companies (18%), and one in seven charities
(14%) currently need a supplier that can meet cybersecurity
standards, although some companies still do not consider
suppliers a potential source of cyber risk [2].
However, the public is starting to be aware of technological
developments and the ease of internet access increases active
internet users every year. In addition, the condition of the
Covid-19 pandemic around the world has triggered an

increase in the number of internet users, increased online
activity, increased bandwidth [3] that lead to an increased
threat to digital data security [4] belonging to individuals,
companies to governments.
Moreover, the increasing number of victims of internet fraud
and its impact on online privacy issues shows that user
privacy protection efforts are still low. It can also be an
indicator of weak self-control in internet users [5]. Personal
information or sensitive data that is leaked to the public
accidentally can go viral in a matter of seconds. Files,
images, or videos can become popular topics of conversation
worldwide through social networking sites [6].
The public can see the lack of knowledge in society,
organizations or businesses regarding the role of
cybersecurity standards and frameworks. This may also be
related to the lack of public awareness of the application of
cybersecurity to secure IT assets, information (digital data)
belonging to individuals or organizations.
Further, this paper will discuss: 1. Introduction; 2. Definition
and related work, there is an explanation of the differences
between standards and frameworks, as well as best practices
and guidelines, cybersecurity standards and cybersecurity
frameworks; 3. Methodology; 4. Analysis and Discussion, 5.
Conclusions and Future work.

2. Definitions and Related Work
Using of information technology and internet connection is a
risky investment, like a double-edged knife, one side of the
blade is needed to support work, but on the other hand it
presents a big threat if you do not master, are unable to
manage, and act not according to the rules (standards). Not
having a clear framework to protect all its assets, processes,
and resources, will prevent the organization or business from
focusing on achieving the larger organizational goals.
A cybersecurity strategy cannot be implemented effectively
without the right cybersecurity framework [7] and
cybersecurity standards as guidelines or techniques for
protecting the environment or cyber organizations, including
best practices that can be used for business or industry. A
cybersecurity framework (CSF) can consists of security
standards, implementations and best practices for managing
cybersecurity. CSFs are very flexible and can reduce
implementation costs, help protect and secure infrastructure,
and other sectors (private or government) that are important
to the economy and national security [8] [9].
Various types of organizations or businesses, private or
public sector, local to multi-national companies, household
businesses to critical infrastructure of a country start
applying operational standards to safety standards to protect
assets against owned business processes.
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Some critical public infrastructures, which still use old
systems in various countries, may be quite safe from
cyberattacks, however, many critical infrastructures that have
integrated information technology into their structures,
apparently still lack adequate information security practices
[166]
The electricity network is one of the critical infrastructures
that are managed by the government and connected to the
internet infrastructure which has a high threat level. Smart
grid operators and stakeholders are well aware of the need
for cybersecurity standards. There are quite a number of state
regulations and organizational standards that provide
standard recommendations to protect the power grid from
cyber threats [10].
President Obama, in February 2013, commissioned NIST to
establish a "Cybersecurity Framework." The framework is
voluntary. Organizations or private sectors can adopt this
framework into best practice for securing their own critical
organization or [11].
Education, government and industry in several countries
operate independently and do not cooperate. The US
Department of Commerce, led by NIST, builds partnerships
between academia, the private sector, and governments, by
promoting secure networks and cybersecurity education
ecosystems, in the form of training, and the Cybersecurity
Framework - National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education
(NICE) [12].
In the health sector, Diabetes Technology Society (DTS)
launched the DTS Cybersecurity Standard for Connected
Diabetes Devices (DTSec) project, to ensure the security of
information sources for patients, doctors, hospitals, to
equipment and drug suppliers. These resources are stored on
servers and communicated (usually wirelessly) by mobile
devices. Threats to cloud-connected diabetes monitoring
devices including unauthorized disclosure or modification of
therapeutic data, or deletion of device functionality will have
a major impact on people with diabetes [13]
Based on the threats to the critical infrastructure and the
environment on the usage of information technology with the
implementation of the network as the platform in the
organizations, businesses and governments, it indicates that
cybersecurity standards and frameworks are needed to ensure
the data and the infrastructure is protected.
2.1 Standards and Framework
Standard is an ideal condition as a minimum achievement
limit [14], sometimes also defined as the highest or perfect
achievement. Standards also mean technical specifications
that must be met by a service facility so that service users
can obtain the maximum function, purpose, or profit from
the services provided.
According to www.standards.org.au, standards are voluntary
documents that define specifications, procedures and
guidelines that aim to ensure products, services and systems
are safe, consistent and reliable [15]. While, ISO/IEC
defined standards as rules or documents made based on a
general agreement and approved by a legal entity, which
defines the general use, regulation, regulation, or quality of
an activity, which has the objective of achieving optimal
results in a particular context as a guideline, model, or
sample [16] [17].
A standard can be developed by a company or country, into a
proprietary standard or local regulation standard, there are
also specific industry standards or standards for service
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performance or product eligibility. Currently most
international standards are voluntary standards, so adherence
to standards is optional. A standard may also be required by
the responsible organization, association or regulatory body
to be complied with by the implementing organization under
it in accordance with legal or regulatory provisions.
Performance standards can be a policy or law that must be
complied with by certain countries or organizations in a
country, such as FISMA, HIPAA and GDPR.
Standards in Information Technology (IT) describes about an
agreement between vendors who agree to use the same
technology, so that between hardware and systems can
communicate, and ensure services can be accessed. Open
standards can be used by any type of organization by paying
the cost of downloading a copy of the document, giving the
user the opportunity to use part or all of the guidelines as
needed or use it with other standards [18]. Several standards
can be used together with other standards to complement and
strengthen other requirements, such as those in ISO, BSI, and
NIST with their Special Publications 800 series guideline.
Many international organizations, consortia and associations
are involved in standard development. Some standards are
"open" to all types of businesses and government
organizations; others are "closed" specific to certain
industries/businesses. Implementation of standards is
expected to provide benefits in saving time and finances, so
that production and profits increase, minimize risks, increase
user awareness, and business continuity. Several standards
development organizations such as ITU-T produced
standards called "recommendations" for telecommunications
networks [19], or IEEE-SA (Standards Association) which
contributed by developing many standards for various fields,
such as telecommunications, information technology and
power plants [20].
A country has the authority to issue their standards, or reject
rules or standards published by other countries. Standards
can be anything that is determined by a country or
organization to regulate, monitor, or assess an activity. The
most common use of the term "standard" usually refers to
documents that professional bodies establish for use by other
organizations (i.e. program standards, technical standards),
or standards for technical practice (i.e. practical
cybersecurity standards).
A standard specifies what must be done to comply with the
standard; by explaining and providing methods one by one in
order to complete the process. Whereas a framework is a
general
guideline
that
can
be
adopted
by
businesses/companies/institutions,
covering
many
components or domains, but does not specify the steps that
must be taken [21].
A framework according to the Collins English Dictionary is
the use of a complete set of rules, ideas or guidelines to
describe a problem or determine what to do [14]. In general,
a framework only provides a general description as a basis
for building something or achieving a big, useful goal.
Typically, a framework is used to summarize the
achievement of objectives, describe the scope, guide
implementation and evaluation, and determine the quality
standards to be achieved. Several detailed aspects of the
analysis sometimes relate to standard aspects. Frameworks
are often considered to be similar to "models" or "methods,"
because many frameworks consist of one or more models.
There are frameworks based on modeling techniques (such
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as process models, workflow models, life cycle models) and
some based on best practices.
The framework gives users more freedom to choose part of
the method or the whole use of the framework. Users are
given the freedom to choose the methods or models or
technical practices that are in the framework and offer
general guidelines that can be adopted, as well as suggestions
for the organization to be able to apply them in the
organization. For example, ISO 31000 offers a framework
for managing organizational risk, and there are general
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methods and guidelines for its application in organizations
[22]. Another example, the PMBOK Guide presents
processes and knowledge about the project life cycle,
stakeholders, project organization, and offers guidance on
how to develop a scope. Guide to Project Management
Knowledge Bodies and often referred to as a framework for
managing a single project [17].
Based on the definition discussed, the differences between
standards and framework can be summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Differences between standard and framework
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standards
Voluntary documents that define specifications, procedures and
guidelines to ensure products, services and systems are safe, consistent
and reliable
Rules or documents made based on a general agreement and approved
by a legal entity, which defines the general use, regulation, regulation,
or quality of an activity
Can be developed by a company or country, into a proprietary standard
or local regulation standard
To be complied with by the implementing organization under it in
accordance with legal or regulatory provisions
Can be used together with other standards to complement and
strengthen other requirements
Some standards are "open" to all types of businesses and government
organizations; others are "closed" specific to certain industries or
businesses
Specifies what must be done to comply with the standard; by
explaining and providing methods one by one in order to complete the
process

2.2. Best Practice and Guidelines
Best Practice is an example of how to work best based on
existing situations and conditions, and other organizations
have successfully implemented it in their organizational
environment. Cybersecurity Best Practice, often refers to
policies, procedures, strategies, or other activities related to
cybersecurity. In general, the public has accepted this rule or
activity as the best or more cost-effective solution. Most
elements of a cybersecurity framework are best practices,
from objectives to specific procedures or requirements.
A guideline is a set of documents or instructions that can
assist in making a plan, or directing action or a guide for
building an idea. Another guideline definition is suggested
practice activities, which enable users to more freely
translate, apply, or use them.
Guidelines do not have to relate to a specific methodology or
category. In theory, guidelines differ from "standards and
best practices," in that there are authorities making
recommendations for standards and best practices, whereas
guidelines are free to create by anyone. For ISO, directions
are the first version of the document before the birth of a
standard. Generally, the length of time between changing the
status of issuing directions to formal status as standard is 5
years. The differences between best practice and guidelines
is summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Differences between best practice and guidelines
Best Practice
• Refers to policies, procedures,
strategies, or other activities
• Rule or activity as the best or
more cost-effective solution
• There are authorities making
recommendations for standards
and best practices

Guidelines
• A set of documents or instructions
that can assist in making a plan, or
directing action or a guide for
building an idea
• Do not have to relate to a specific
methodology or category
• Free to create by anyone

Framework
• A
general
guideline
that
can
be
adopted
by
businesses/companies/institutions, covering many components or
domains, but does not specify the steps that must be taken
• Only provides a general description as a basis for building something
or achieving a big, useful goal
• Used to summarize the achievement of objectives, describe the scope,
guide implementation and evaluation, and determine the quality
standards to be achieved

However, in cybersecurity, standards are often referred to as
guidelines, standards and cybersecurity guidelines that
provide directions for improving cybersecurity. Guidelines
usually have no relation or agreement with existing
standards.
2.3 Cybersecurity Standards
Cybersecurity standards are sets of technical rules or
practices commonly used to protect the cyber environment or
users in organizations with internet connections. The cyber
environment includes the users themselves, network
infrastructure, hardware, software, processes and services,
local, cloud, or transit information, including system storage
media that can be connected directly or indirectly to the
internet network. The main objective is to reduce risk,
including prevention or mitigation of cyberattacks.
Internet infrastructure and applications are increasing.
Governments and businesses are increasingly aware of the
opportunities and threats that arise from this development.
They need standards to ensure the quality of work and
service quality, as well as guarantee the security of data
transactions and information. Increasing information
security, software, network systems, information technology
(IT) infrastructure, and other critical infrastructure is the goal
of implementing cybersecurity standards. It can also define
functional requirements, and guarantees in processes,
systems, production environments, assets, and technology.
Cybersecurity standards can have a broad and deep scope,
ranging from cryptographic algorithms to completeness of
security features in applications, such as web browsers, and
independent Information Security Management. A standard
must be able to meet user needs, practical, low cost, taking
into account the limitations of technology and resources to
meet the standard. It must also meet the verification
requirements of the standard; users expect to be able to
assess security quality themselves, even when testing
framework strength with other security testing activities.
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In 2012, ISO issued a guideline for cybersecurity [23], a 50page document that still leaves many unanswered questions
about best practices and cybersecurity implementation. In
general, the main purpose of this standard, namely: to
provide a set of guidelines to stakeholders involved in
cybersecurity organizations. With a series of instructions that
refer to the domains contained in this standard, stakeholders
can apply minimum controls throughout their organization to
protect personal and organizational assets from the risk of
threats from Cyberspace [24] [25]. Several cybersecurity
standards can be classified as standalone standards such as
IEC 62351, IEEE 1686, ISO/IEC DIS 15408-1, ISO/IEC
27019, GB/T 22239; others are classified as standard series
such as ISO/IEC 27000, and IEC 62443 (ISA 99); or as a
regulation such as NERC CIP [26].
2.4 Cybersecurity Framework
Cybersecurity Framework is a set of guidelines for
companies or to follow to be better equipped to identify,
detect and respond to cyberattacks. It also includes guidance
on how to prevent to recover from attacks. The
Cybersecurity Framework should include a set of standards,
methodologies, procedures and processes that harmonize
policy, business and technological approaches to address
cyber risks. Cybersecurity Framework should include
voluntary consensus standards and industry best practices to
the extent possible [27].
The NIST Cyber security Framework (CSF) is a set of best
practices, standards, and recommendations that help
organizations increase their cybersecurity measure. The CSF
was compiled by NIST after former United States President
Barack Obama signed an executive order in 2014 [11].
NIST's CSF publishes a cybersecurity category that is more
or less detailed than others. Cybersecurity Framework NIST
has three main parts: 1) core framework; 2) the level of
implementation of the framework; and 3) framework profile.
The core framework has several functions: identify, protect,
detect, respond, and recover [8] as depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Cybersecurity Framework from NIST
NIST's U.S. eCommerce Department has released
Cybersecurity Framework version 1.1 to improve the
performance of Critical Infrastructure. Focus on vital sectors
and industries of the country, protecting national and
economic
security,
including
energy,
banking,
communications and defense industries. Companies large
and small in all industrial sectors can use this framework and
recommend it to federal, state and local governments [8].
Many organizations and businesses in the USA as well as
other countries have adopted NIST Special Publications as
the standard, although the documents were originally
published as guidelines for use by American Federal
agencies.
A company headquartered in Canada has developed a
methodology for implementing a management system for
information security based on the ISO 27001 standard
guidelines namely "Integrated Implementation for ISMS and
Management Standards", based on the PDCA cycle as shown
in Figure 2 which is divided into four phases: Plan, Do,
Check and Act. Each phase has 2 to 8 steps (21 steps total) as
shown in Figure 2. These steps are divided into 101 activities
and tasks, which constitute a “Practical Guide” that considers
the main stages of implementation from start to finish and
suggests appropriate “best practices” for each organization
[28].

Figure 2: Integrating the implementation of ISMS with Management Standards [28].
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ISO 9001:2013 has actually abolished the PDCA model
under the pretext of continuous improvement, and PDCA is
just one of several approaches to meeting that requirement.
There are other approaches, and organizations are now free
to use them or not. The purpose of an information security
management system (ISMS) is to maintain the
confidentiality, integrity and availability of information by
implementing a risk management process and giving
confidence to interested parties to manage risk independently
and correctly. Figure 3 shows an integrated ISO 27001: 2013
framework that incorporates the PDCA.
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The ISMS is an integrated part of the organization's
processes or operations and the overall management
structure; information security is included in the design
process, information systems, and control. The ISMS
consists of the components of the Policy, Resources,
Management Process, Information Risk Assessment and
Treatment Risks, Statement of Conduct, documented
information, and ISMS processes relevant to the
organization. If previously standards can be used to assess
conformity, now to assess organizations to meet the security
requirements of the organization itself [29].

Figure 3: ISO 27001:2013 Framework Structure

3. Research Methodology
The methodology consists of six steps as illustrated in Figure
4. The steps are searching for references, reading and sorting
references, understanding definitions and functions,
collecting specific data about components, analyzing
components and, presenting and discussing the analysis.

Figure 4. Methodology

These steps are performed in order to identify the
differences, the importance and the components of
cybersecurity standard and framework to be tailored to the
needs of each organization or businesses to the government.
In the first step, the literature review survey follows the
Writing a Literature Review release 2.0 approach [30]. In
this step, a systematic search is carried out that can represent
cybersecurity standards and frameworks, from scientific
papers and books, as well as technical reports that explain
cybersecurity standards and frameworks. The rigorous
selection of papers from this process aims is to ensure the
relevance of the source and the completeness of the paper
content. Literature searches from well-known publisher
databases covering cybersecurity topics, namely Elsevier
(Science Direct), Association for Computing Machinery
(ACM), IEEEXplore, EmeraldinSight, including searches on
aggregate databases such as Scopus, WOS and Google
(scholar.google.com, google.com, and books.google.com),
which keeps records from various publishers.The search for
electronic papers was carried out with the keywords
"cybersecurity framework", "cyber security framework",
"cybersecurity standards" and "cyber security standards",
which identified more than 16,417 findings. Then more
specifically, choose papers, proceedings, technical reports or
parts of 263 titles of books to be downloaded or read by
looking at the titles, keywords, and abstracts. List of
reference sources as in Table 3.
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Table 3. Initial search data for the cybersecurity framework and standard cybersecurity keywords
Keyword
“cybersecurity framework”
“cyber security framework”
“cybersecurity standard”
“cyber security standard”

Keyword
“cybersecurity framework”
“cyber security framework”
“cybersecurity standard”
“cyber security standard”
Keyword
“cybersecurity framework”
“cyber security framework”
“cybersecurity standard”
“cyber security standard”

Keyword
“cybersecurity framework”
“cyber security framework”
“cybersecurity standard”
“cyber security standard”

Keyword
“cybersecurity framework”
“cyber security framework”
“cybersecurity standard”
“cyber security standard”
Keyword
“cybersecurity framework”
“cyber security framework”
“cybersecurity standard”
“cyber security standard”
Keyword
“cybersecurity framework”
“cyber security framework”
“cybersecurity standard”
“cyber security standard”
Keyword
“cybersecurity framework”
“cyber security framework”
“cybersecurity standard”
“cyber security standard”

Science Direct
Open Access
Open Archive
126
17
2
68
5
0
81
14
1
87
4
0
ACM
Journal/
Results
Magazine
Proceeding/ Book
47
10
26
19
1
18
3
3
0
3
1
2
IEEE Xplore (All Results)
Results
Conferences
Journals
664
454
137
2,349
1,767
444
547
374
74
1,612
1,244
227
IEEE Xplore (Open Access only)
Early Access
Results
Article
Journals
68
2
64
169
2
166
32
0
30
91
2
88
Emeraldinsight
Only Open
Only content I’ve
Results
Access
access to
638
30
510
Over 2000
78
Over 1000
624
25
466
Over 2000
63
Over 1000
Scopus
Results
Open Access
Other
107
8
99
62
5
57
66
8
58
57
0
57
WoS
Results
Open Access
Proceeding
54
8
33
25
2
17
3
0
2
3
0
1
Google
scholar
google.com
books
3,690
383,000
40
1,510
279,000
15
409
23,600
9
183
198,000
6

Results

In the second step, the paper is read to get the overview from
the abstract, the first paragraph or theoretical basis, research
methods and results. The descriptive data obtained is about
231 notes, and then, the analysis is done manually to obtain
165 publications relevant to the research.
Then, in the third step, in-depth review is conducted in order
to understand and to extract the definition and use of
standards, frameworks, best practices, guidelines,
cybersecurity standards and cybersecurity frameworks.
Then, more specific data about the standard components and
cybersecurity framework is collected in the fourth step.
Based on the search on the websites, it shows that
184,000,000 articles are about "top cyber security standards"

Year
2008-2021
2009-2021
2003-2020
2003-2020

Year (DL)
2008-2020
2014-2020
2008 & 2020
2011 & 2020
Year (All)
2004-2020
1999-2021
2005-2020
2001-2020

Year (All)
2014-2020
2013-2020
2016-2020
2016-2020

Year
2003-2020
2003-2020
2002-2020
2002-2020
Year
2010-2020
2006-2020
2003-2020
2003-2020
Year
2010-2020
2010-2020
2010-2020
2010-2020
Year
2015-2020
2015-2020
2015-2020
2015-2020

and 105,000,000 articles are about "top cybersecurity
framework".
In general, the findings show about 250 types of
cybersecurity frameworks and standards in use globally
throughout the world. However, information about
cybersecurity frameworks and well-known standards is
difficult to obtain from journals, with few private sites/blogs
or companies discussing them. Big industry/business, or
governments, in general, develop their cybersecurity
frameworks and standards to suit their needs. Today, many
companies use more than one framework and standard in
their business operations. Some cybersecurity standards and
frameworks can be found on internet sites, with the
google.com search engine as summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4. Cybersecurity standards and frameworks popular on the internet
Name
Stands for
International Standard and Framework (General)
NIST CSF [31] [32] [33]
the National Institute of Standards and
[34] [35] [36] [9]
Technology-Cybersecurity Frameworks
Name
ISO/IEC 27001:2013
[37] [38] [39] [32] [40]
[41] [42]
COBIT 5 [43] [44] [44]
[21]
COSO [45] [46] [47] [48]
[49] [50] [51] [52] [53]
NICE Framework [54]
[55] [56] [12] [57] [58]
[59] [60]
ETSI TC CYBER [61]
[62] [63] [32] [64]
CIS CSC [65] [66] [67]
[7]
NIST SP 800 (series)
[68] [69] [70][71] [33]
[72] [73] [74]
ISO/IEC 27032:2012 [75]
[76] [77] [23]
CSA CCM [78] [79] [80]
[81] [82]
PAS 555 2013 [83] [84]
BS 7799-3:2017 [85] [86]
ISF SoGP [87] [32] [88]
IASME [89] [7] [32]

Stands for
the International Organization for
Standardization & the International
Electrotechnical Commissions
Control Objectives for Information and Related
Technologies from ISACA
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations – the
Treadways Commissions
the National Initiative for Cybersecurity
Education Cybersecurity Workforce Framework
European Telecommunications Standards
Institute Technical Committee on Cybersecurity
The Center for Internet Security - Critical
Security Controls from SANS Institute

Type

Framework
Type

Scope

Cybersecurity Critical Infrastructures Improves
Scope

Framework

Information Security Managements Systems

Framework

IT practices and governance
An Implementation Guide for the Healthcare
Provider Industry & Financial reporting
create sustainable education, training and
workforce development programs to raise
cybersecurity awareness

Framework

Framework

Framework

Cybersecurity Framework
Effective Cyber Defense (SysAdmin, Audit,
Network and Security

NIST Special Publication

Standard

guidelines, recommendations, technical
specifications, & annual cybersecurity reports

ISO/IEC

Standard

Guidelines for Cybersecurity

Cloud Security Alliance's Cloud Controls Matrix)
Publicly Available Specification from British
Standard Institution

Standard

British Standard from British Standard Institution
Standard of Good Practices from Information
Security Forum
Information Assurance for Small, and Medium,
Enterprise

Standard

Cloud Security
Cyber security risk-governance & managementspecification
Guidelines for Information security risk
management

Local regulations related to cybersecurity
NZISM [90]
New Zealand Information Security Manual (NZ)
NY DFS [91]
New York Department of Financial Services(US)
HISO 10029:2015 [90]
Health Information Standards Organisation (NZ)
SNI ISO/IEC 27001:2013
[92] [93] [94] [95]
Standard Nasional Indonesia
European GDPR
[96] [56] [97] [98] [99] [4]
[100] [101]
General Data Protection Regulation (EU)
FISMA [102] [103][104]
Federal Information System Management Act
[105] [81] [106]
(U.S. Federal Law)
GB/T 22239-2019
National Standard of the People's Republic of
[69] [10] [64]
China
ASD Essential 8 [107]
Australian Signals Directorate - Essential 8
[108]
(Australia)
FedRAMP [104] [109]
[79] [110] [88] [111]
Federal Risk and Authorization Management
[112]
Program (U.S. General Service Administration)
Cybersecurity for Industry-Specific Standards
HITRUST CSF [113]
Health Information Trust Alliance - Common
[114] [35] [115]
Security Framework
HIPAA [116] [117] [118]
[119] [120] [121] [122]
The Health Insurance Portability and
[123] [124]
Accountability Act of 1996
SOX [125] [126] [127]
[128] [129] [130] [131]
[132] [133] [134]
The Sarbanes–Oxley Act
SOC 2 – AICPA [79] [96]
[81] [135]
System and Organizational Controls 2 Report
PCI DSS [136] [137]
[138] [65] [139] [81] [140]
[141] [142] [143]
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard
ISA/IEC 62443 [69] [144]
[145] [146] [147] [148]
International Society for Automation/
[149]
International Electrotechnical Commission
ETSI TS 103 645 [101]
European Telecommunications Standards
[150]
Institute Technical Specification
NERC CSS-CIP [151]
[152] [153] [154] [155]
Norths Americans Electrics Reliability
[156] [25]
Corporations-Cyber Security Standards

Framework

Standard

Standard
Standard

Information Security
Information assurance standard based on ISO
27000 for small businesses

Framework
Framework
Framework

Protective Security Requirements
cybersecurity framework including licenses
Health Information Security Framework

Framework

Information Security Managements Systems

Regulation

Standard

Regulation to Data Protection
regulations for federal data security standards
and guidelines
Information security technology - Baseline for
classified protection of cybersecurity

Standard

Strategies to Mitigate Cyber Security Incidents

Standard

security assess, authorization, & continuous
monitoring for cloud products/services

Framework

certified framework for health care organizations
to protect electronic health information

Regulation

Protected Health Information

Regulation
Regulation

Financial Security
Report based on AICPA for managing customer
data based on five “trust service principles”

Standard

Security requirements to the cardholder data
environment (CDE)

Standard

Security for Industrials Automations and Control
System

Standard

Cyber Security for Consumer Internet of Things

Standard

Critical Infrastructures Protections

Regulation
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SCAP [157] [102] [158]
[159]
FINRA [160] [161] [162]
[163] [164] [165]

Security Content Automation Protocol

automated configuration, vulnerability, patch
checking, technical control compliance
activities, & security measurement
protect investors from potential abuses and ensure
ethical conduct within the financial industry

Standard

Financial Industry Regulatory Authority

The cybersecurity standards and frameworks are then
searched again on the scholar.google.com search site and the
publisher database with the keyword standard name which is
given two quotes [" "] to find out how many other
researchers have discussed and published in various
international papers, and the results as listed in Table 5. As
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Standard

listed in Table 5, Intitle: column is indicates the standard
name listed on the paper title found at scholar.google.com,
and Total column is indicates the summation of papers found
at scholar.google.com + Science Direct + ACM + IEEE
Xplore + EmeraldinSight + Scopus + WoS.

Table 5. Search results on scholar.google.com and publisher databases
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Standard Name
ISO/IEC 27001 (series)
NIST SP-800 (series)
IASME
COBIT 5
COSO Framework
NICE Framework
NIST Cybersecurity
Framework
NERC CIP
Standard of Good Practices
Cloud Controls Matrix
BS 7799-3
ISO/IEC 27032:2012
CIS Critical Security Controls
SOC 2 AICPA
PAS 555
ETSI TC CYBER
GDPR
FISMA
FedRAMP
NZISM
NY DFS
SNI ISO/IEC 27001:2013
GB/T 22239-2019
ASD Essential 8
HISO 10029:2015
HIPAA
The Sarbanes–Oxley Act
FINRA
PCI DSS
ISA/IEC 62443
Security Content Automation
Protocol (SCAP)
HITRUST CSF
ETSI TS 103 645

intitle:
569
90
5
937
106
15

Scholar.
google
16,300
11,300
8,630
7,020
3,970
2,650

Science
Direct
312
356
83
90
116
206

ACM
72
94
0
29
1
84

IEEE
Xplore
57
100
1
82
2
16

Emerald
insight
78
27
15
34
94
5

Scopus
975
187
13
205
48
0

WoS
117
128
1
118
36
34

Total
17,911
12,192
8,743
7,578
4,267
2,995

65
29
0
12
0
4
3
3
0
0
2,140
36
14
0
1
9
1
0
0
1,610
787
138
160
8

1,800
1,510
67
970
341
443
244
188
65
36
74,200
7,520
1,170
50
92
38
28
5
3
105,000
46,700
12,600
7,330
1,451

44
84
583
51
250
8
7
10
4
2
1,766
502
91
261
0
0
0
0
0
10,129
2,868
316
621
38

18
19
0
13
0
3
3
0
1
0
920
70
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
855
125
10
107
9

17
37
1
10
0
1
1
20
0
0
322
25
11
0
0
1
0
0
0
201
21
0
32
5

12
1
186
2
1
4
2
22
1
0
198
12
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
144
1,200
230
33
3

29
77
262
14
0
3
3
1
0
0
1,701
70
14
0
1
0
0
0
0
4,754
1,078
34
113
24

17
31
1
11
1
2
2
0
0
0
949
27
4
0
0
1
0
0
0
2,995
589
18
43
4

1,937
1,759
1,100
1,071
593
464
262
241
71
38
80,056
8,226
1,306
311
93
40
28
5
3
124,078
52,581
13,208
8,279
1,534

23
0
0

922
82
30

74
3
1

22
2
1

10
0
0

3
0
1

19
0
0

10
0
0

1,060
87
33

There are 19 of the 33 standards listed in Table 5 which in
total have more than 1000 articles on scholar.google.com and
six quite popular publisher databases. Therefore, it can be
conclude that the 17 standards are quite popular among
researchers, because they are used as titles so that they are
included in the researcher's paper discussion. The search for
'Cloud Control Matrix' and 'Cloud Controls Matrix' found
differences in the data on scholar.google.com, IEEE Xplore,
and WoS databases so that the authors added up the values of
the two databases. Also the standard 'ISA/IEC 62443' with
'ISA 62443' meaning the same is found in different texts, so
the authors add the two together.
In the fifth step, the components of cybersecurity standards
and frameworks is identify and analysed. During the
identification, there are variety of terms and definitions are
found that represent the components of the cybersecurity
standards and frameworks. In this step, it was found that,

from the article collected, the components are existed in 19
popular standards and frameworks related to cybersecurity.
Unfortunately, it is very difficult to find the discussion in the
latest journal papers but the results are quite a lot and varied
found on official websites, blogs, to whitepapers issued by
institutions that issue standards and frameworks or developer
partners.
Finally, in the sixth step, the findings are discussed and
elaborated as shown in Section 4. In this step, the
components of cybersecurity standard and framework are
presented and the similar components are highlighted.

4. Analysis and Discussion
Based on the data in Table 5, further analysis on over 1000
articles are performed to identify the components in each
cybersecurity standard or framework and the findings is
shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. Components of Cybersecurity Standards and frameworks
ISO/IEC 27001:2013 Control
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Informa tion secu rity poli cies
Organi sation of infor mation sec urity
Hum an reso urce secur ity
Ass et manag ement
Acc ess cont rol
Crypto graphy
Physi cal and environ mental secu rity
Operati ons secu rity
Commu nications sec urity
Syste m acqui sition, develo pment and
maint enance
Supp lier relatio nships
Infor mation secu rity incid ent
mana gement
Informati on secu rity aspe cts of bus iness
contin uity mana gement
Compl iance
o

o

o

o

.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

.

.

.

o

.

o

.

o

o

o

o

o

.

.

o

o

o

o

o

o

•
•

o

o

o

o

o

o

•

o

o

o

•

o

o

o

o

NIST Cybersecurity Framework
Categories
• Ass et Manag ement
• Busin ess Environm ent
• Gover nance
• Risk Asse ssment
• Risk Mana gement Strat egy
• Acc ess Con trol
• Awar eness and Tr aining
• Da ta Secu rity
• Inform ation Prot ection Pro cesses and
Proced ures
• Protective Technology
• Anoma lies and Ev ents
• Secur ity Contin uous Monit oring
• Dete ction Proc esses
• Res pon se Plann ing
• Commun ications (2)
• Analy sis
• Mitig ation
• Improvem ents (2)
• Recov ery Plann ing
ISF Standard of Good Practices
• Resilience
• Risk Assessment
• Supply Chain Management
• Information Security Assessment
• Security Arrangements
• Policies, Standards And Procedures
• Awareness
• Compliance
NERC CIP Standards
• Sab otage Rep orting
• Crit ical Cyb er-Ass et Ide ntification
• Sec urity Manag ement Co ntrols
• Perso nnel & Trai ning
• Electr onic Secu rity Peri meter
• Physi cal Sec urity of BE S Cyb er Sy stems
• Syste m Secur ity Manage ment
• Inci dent Repo rting and Respo nse Planni ng
• Reco very Pl ans for B ES Cy ber Syst ems
• Config uration Cha nge Manag ement and
Vulnera bility Assessm ents
• Informa tion Protect ion
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

NIST SP 800-53 rev.4 for FISMA &
FedRAMP
• Acc ess Cont rol (AC)
• Aware ness and Trai ning (AT)
• Au dit and Accoun tability (AU)
• Secu rity Asse ssment & Auth orization (CA)
• Confi guration Man agement (CM)
• Conti ngency Pla nning (CP)
• Ident ification & Authen tication (IA)
• Incid ent Resp onse (IR)
• Mai ntenance (MA)
• Me dia Prote ction (MP)
• Physic al & Environ mental Prot ection (PE)
• Plan ning (PL)
• Pers onnel Sec urity (PS)
• Risk Assess ment (RA)
• Syst ems & Servi ces Acq uisition (SA)
• Syst ems & Comm unications Prote ction (SC)
• Syste ms & Inform ation Integ rity (SI)
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

COBIT 5 Domains and Processes
Govern ance of Ent erprise IT
• Eva luate, Dir ect and Mo nitor (EDM)
Manag ement of Enter prise IT
• Ali gn, Pl an and Org anise (APO)
• Bu ild, Acq uire and Imp lement (BAI)
• Del iver, Serv ice and Sup port (DSS)
• Mon itor, Eval uate and As sess (MEA)
IASME Standard Categories
• O rganisation
• Asses sing the R isk
• Poli cy and Complia nce
• Ass ets
• Pers onnel
• Phy sical and Enviro nmental Pro tection
• O perations and Man agement
• Acces s Contr ol
• Mal ware and Tec hnical Intr usion
• Moni toring
• Back up and Res tore
• Incide nt Managem ent
• Disast er Recov ery & Bu siness Conti nuity
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

NICE Framework
• Sec urely Pro vision
• Ope rate and Ma intain
• Over see and Go vern
• Prot ect and De fend
• Ana lyze
• Col lect and Op erate
• Inve stigate
Components of COSO Framework
• Con trol Enviro nment
• Ris k Asses sment
• Inform ation and Co mmunication
• Monito ring
• Co ntrol Activ ities
COSO’s ERM-Integrated Framework
• Inter nal Envir onment
• O bjective Se tting
• E vent I dentification
• Ris k Ass essment
• Risk Res ponse
• Co ntrol Acti vities
• Informati on and Communicati on
• Monito ring
HIPAA Security Zone
• Administr ative safe guards
• Phy sical safe guards
• Techn ical safe guards
SOX Audit Controls
• Acce ss
• Secu rity
• Cha nge man agement
• Bac kup proc edures
SOX Security Implementation
• Pla nning and sco ping
• Performi ng a risk asse ssment
• Identifyi ng signific ant acc ounts & c ontrols
• F ormalizing and do cumenting c ontrol
des ign
• Eva luating the c ontrol des ign
• Test ing the c ontrol de sign for effective ness
• Identif ying and rem ediating co ntrol
deficie ncies
• Do cumenting pr ocess and re sults
• Buil ding susta inability altho ugh
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

CSA Cloud Controls Matrix Domains
• Applica tion & Inte rface Security
• Audit Assurance & Complia nce
• Business Continuity Management and
Operati onal Resilie nce
• Change Co ntrol & Co nfiguration
Man agement
• Data Se curity & Info rmation Life cycle
Management
• Data center Secu rity
• Enc ryption & Key Man agement
• Go vernance and Risk Manageme nt
• Hu man Resou rces
• Ident ity & Acce ss Mana gement
• Infrastr ucture & Virtuali zation Sec urity
• Intero perability & Po rtability
• Mo bile Security
• Security Incid ent Manag ement,
E-Disco very & Cloud Fo rensics
• Supp ly Chai n Management , Transpa rency
and Acco untability
• Thre at and Vu lnerability Ma nagement
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

HIPAA Security Rule (Requirement)
• Secu rity Managem ent Process
• Assigne d Security Re sponsibility
• Workforce Security
• Info rmation Acc ess Mana gement
• Secur ity A wareness and T raining
• Securi ty Incide nt Proced ures
• Co ntingency P lan
• Evaluati on
• Busin ess Ass ociate C ontracts and o ther
Arran gements
• Facil ity A ccess C ontrols
• Works tation Us e
• Works tation Secu rity
• Devi ce and M edia Co ntrols
• Acc ess Co ntrol
• Aud it Con trols
• Inte grity
• Pers on or En tity Authentic ation
• Transmi ssion Sec urity
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Main elements of GDPR
• Breac h Respo nse,
• Data Go vernance,
• Risk Ass essment,
• Co mpliance Man agement
o

PCI DSS Security Control & Processes
• Build and ma intain a se cure network,
• Protec t cardho lder da ta,
• Maint ain a vuln erability manage ment
program ,
• Implem ent stro ng acc ess cont rol measu res,
• Reg ularly mo nitor and te st net works,
• Ma intain an info rmation security p olicy
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Eight areas of FINRA
• Governance and Risk Management for
Cyber security;
• Cybersecu rity Ri sk Asse ssment;
• Technical Controls;
• Inc ident Respo nse Pla nning
• Ve ndor Man agement
• Staff Training
• Cyb er Intelli gence & Inf ormation Sharing
• Cyb er Insu rance
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

FISMA Compliance Requirements
• Catego rize informatio n sy stems
• Selec t secu rity contr ols
• Impl ement secu rity co ntrols
• Ass ess security co ntrols
• Autho rize informati on system
• Monito r security controls
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Security Content Automation Protocol
(SCAP) Components
• Data Stream
• As set Iden tification (AID)
• As set Rep orting Fo rmat (ARF)
• Co mmon Pla tform Enumera tion (CPE)
• Co mmon Weakne ss Enumer ation (CWE)
• Common Configuration Enumeration (CCE)
• Common Configuration Scoring System
(CCSS)
• Op en Chec klist Inter active La nguage (OCIL)
• Ope n Vuln erability and As sessment
Langua ge (OVAL)
• Trus t Mo del for S ecurity Aut omation Data
(TMSAD)
• Exten sible Co nfiguration C hecklist
Descripti on F ormat (XCCDF)
• Softwa re Identificat ion (SWID) Tagging

o

o

o

ISA/IEC 62443 series of standards
• System securit y conform ance me trics,
• Indu strial automat ion and co ntrol sy stem
(IAC S) - security life cycle and use-cases
• Sec urity pr ogram requi rements for IA CS
ass et ow ners
• IAC S prote ction lev els
• Pat ch Manage ment in the IA CS
env ironment
• Requirem ents for I ACS serv ice pro viders
• Implementat ion Guidanc e for IA CS as sets
o wners
• Sec urity techno logies for IA CS
• Secur ity R isk As sessment, Syste m
Partiti oning and Secu rity Levels
• Syste m secu rity require ments and secu rity
levels
• Pro duct Secur ity Develo pment Life- Cycle
Requ irements
• Sec urity for Indus trial Automati on and
Cont rol System s: Tech nical Secur ity
Require ments for IA CS Compo nents

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

16
17
18
19


















Standard of Good Practice

Cloud Control Matrix
GDPR
FISMA
FedRAMP
HIPAA















































Monitoring Activity

Recovery Planning

Analysis

Communication

Monitoring

Information Protection
(Data Security)

Awareness and Training
(Personal)

Resilience











Governance

Security Assessment
























































The Sarbanes–Oxley Act
FINRA
PCI DSS
ISA/IEC 62443
Security Content Auto-mation
Protocol (SCAP)

Risk Assessment



Risk Management



Incident Management
(Incident Response Planning)



Compliance

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

ISO/IEC 27001:2013
NIST SP 800-53
IASME
COBIT 5
COSO Framework
NICE Framework
NIST Cybersecurity
Framework
NERC CIP

Business Continuity Plan

2
3
4
5
6
7

of Standards

Access Control

1

Name

Asset Management

No

Information Security Policies

and industry-specific standards more specifically as
Then, based on Table 6, an analysis is performed to
frameworks, standards, or regulations are grouped because
determine the similar components existed from all standards
they are in the form of laws or regulations. In this analysis,
and frameworks. As described in Table 4, there are 33
the term domains, elements or categories is defined as
standards that were used as initial research sources used in
components. The findings are summarized in Table 7.
this paper. Some of the general standards, local regulations,
Table 7. Analysis of cybersecurity standards and frameworks components
( = components existed)
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Table 7 shown the components existed in cybersecurity
standards and frameworks that have similarities with other
cybersecurity standards. From several components that are
owned by each standard and framework, it is found that 2 to
11 similar components owned by 19 other standards and
frameworks. In total there are 18 components that have in
common between components of the cybersecurity standards
and frameworks. Except for the components in FISMA and
FedRAMP which have been equivalent to NIST SP 800-53,
which have 17 components that have been equalized.
In general, there are many cybersecurity standards or
frameworks that have components that are associated
(mapping) with other standards, such as: categories
contained in the NIST cybersecurity framework that have
been associated or mapped to CCS CSC 1, ISA 62443,
ISO/IEC 27001: 2013, NIST SP 800-53, Cobit 5, etc.
Likewise, the CCM has been mapped to Cobit 5, ENISA
IAF, FedRAMP, NIST SP 800-53, GAPP, HIPAA, ISO/IEC
27001: 2013, NERC CIP, PCI DSS, etc. These category
standard mapping documents are usually in the form of .xls
files which can be downloaded from the standard official
website.
The data in Table 6 and Table 7 are needed to learn more
about cybersecurity standards and frameworks. These
standards and frameworks can generally be adopted without
the need to conduct compliance audits if they are not
required. If it is needed for the purpose of solving special
problems or auditing for compliance with laws or regulations
in force in a particular industry or country, the standards and
frameworks can be used as references, developed, adjusted
or combined with other standards.
Fulfillment of standards for a need in the business or
organization world, does not have to meet all the criteria or
components contained in one standard (can be selected
according to need), and does not have to be implemented in
all parts or departments in a company or institution, but can
selected in what part or department is ready to be audited
according to the desired target achievement.
Compliance with industry standards is more stringent and
more complex, because there are more elements that must be
met before compliance with regulations. Industry standards
such as HIPAA, PCI-DSS and ISA/IEC 62443 are very
specific, with many standard elements that are not similar to
standard elements in general

Vol. 12, No. 3, December 2020

components from the others; although there are several
components that have similarities or can be associated with
components in other standards, as shown in Table 6. Some
standards are general in nature so they can be used for
various types of businesses, organizations, companies, and
governments. Other standards are specific to local regulation,
or specific to certain industrial fields. So it can be concluded
that each of these standards, frameworks and regulations is
very general or very specific according to its purpose. This is
why there are many standard elements or requirements
needed related to the implementation of cybersecurity or
compliance with varying (different) rules.
Furthermore, using the Writing a Literature Review release
2.0 approach [30], it can show the relationship between
current research and the future research as shown in Figure 5
that indicates that the analysis of the cybersecurity standards
and frameworks are very importance and relevance for future
cybersecurity concerns.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, many references from various publications in
journals, conferences, ebooks, to white papers and various
sites on the internet related to the topic of cybersecurity
standards and frameworks are used to prove that this topic is
still relevant enough to be raised. Topics with a wide variety
of research development are found in many literatures and
publications on the internet.
Based on searches in several publisher databases, researchers
found 33 standards, frameworks and regulations related to
cybersecurity which are quite widely discussed in journal
papers, conferences to ebooks. Next, choose 19 standards,
frameworks and regulations that have the most discussion (a
total of more than 1000 titles of journal papers, conferences,
and ebooks) which include the names of the standards in the
paper titles, theoretical foundations to discussion.
In general, each of the standards, frameworks, and
regulations related to cybersecurity has a different

Figure 5. Mapping of current research and future research on
cybersecurity standards and frameworks
Therefore, there are still many series of further research
based on cybersecurity standards, cybersecurity frameworks,
or cybersecurity guidelines and best practices that can be
applied to current trending issues, such as IoT security,
blockchain based cybersecurity frameworks, identity-based
encryption, quantum-safe cryptography, hardware - software
security module, hardware - software protection (guidelines
or best practice), crypto agility, intelligence monitoring,
reconciling cybersecurity risk, security encryption and
certificate, artificial intelligence for cybersecurity resilience,
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virtualization and cloud security, privacy protection and
regulation, public safety protection, biometrics security,
identity and security management.

[21]
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